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literature has long hid currency as a medium of
trade and commerce and is fast thriving as a
native lingua franca over the whole region It
may have as many as 10 million speakers The
Khoin or Bushman-Hottentot languages are
spoken in parts of Angola South West Africa and
Botswana The remaining languages from
Senegal to the Sudan are roughly described as
Sudanis but they have not been satisfactorily
classified and probably include many separate
language families The most significant of these
19 Halloa originating in northern Isigena it has
become like bwahui in the south an extensive
ungua franca with some 15 million speakers
Altaic A family of languages extending from
Turkey to 'Mongolia and to northern &ibena con
«isting of three mam groups (1) the Turkic
languages the most impor ant member being
darkish with about 26 million speakers (2)
Mongolian (3) Tungusic languages of northern
Isia chiefly represented by the Manchu literary
language
Arabic The language has a great history—as
the evangelising medium of Islam as the vehicle
of a rich imaginative literature and as the re
pository of science and philosophy during Europe s
dork ages Spoken by some 75 million in
habitants of countries south and east of the
Mediterranean it remains one of the great Ian
giiages of tlie present day Countries m which it
occupies official status include Algeria Iraq
Israel Jordan Kuwait Lebanon Libya Hoiocco
Saudi Arabia Svria and the United Arab He
public See aha Semito-Hamitic
 letters of the Homan alphabet    Chinese has an at
tested history of over 4 000 j ears   See also fcinitic
Dravidian Family of languages found in
southern India Chief representatives Telngu
(spoken by some 35 million in Andhra Pradesh)
Tamil (over 80 million in Madras and eastern
Ceylon) Canarese or Kannada (16 million m
Mysore) and Malayalam (15 million in Kerala)
These are the only four Dravidian languages
officially recognised m the Indian Union (see
Indian languat.es) They are written in n»tive
alphabets which while ultimately related to the
Devanagan script are so modified as to appear
totally different Tamil and Canare^e are well
established literary languages
English The English language belongs to the
Germanic branch of the great Indo European
family of languages Its closest relatives are
Frisian and Dutch It originated in the various
Saxon dialects earned across by invaders during
the 4th and 5th cent a d Old English as it is now
known was essentially a spoken language but
•with the rise of Christianity and the influence of
Latin writers it emerged as a literary language.
Other mfluenceo came from Scandinavian sources
(\ Iking invasions) and French (Norman conquest)
Modern English dates from the emergence of
Mercian as the dominant dialect during the 14th
century As the major language through former
colonisation of countries m all five continents and
as a world wide cultural scientific and commercial
medium English may have up to 300 million
speakers
 
Austro Asiatic Family of languages m
southern Asia They include (1) the Mon Khmer
languages chief representative Cambodian or
Khmer and (2) the Munda or Kolarian languages
of Bihar and Orissa m north east T-nriin, Some
linguists ascribe to this group the Annamese and
Mu ong languages of Vietnam
Chinese As the national language of China s
estimated 710 million inhabitants Chinese is
spoken bi over twice the number who speak
English the second most widely spoken language
in the world. Unlike India China is not divided
linguistically except m the south eastern maritime
provinces where several differing and mutually
•unintelligible dialects are found including Canton
ese, Wn Mm and Hakka. In most of the rest
of the country the language known in the West as
Mandarin is spoken
Mandarin as spoken in Peking is now the stan
dard form of Chinese This national language Is
called <p u, t ung hua (common speech) Mandarin
is also the official standard of Taiwan although
the local dialect is Amoy a variety of Mm. The
majority of the Chinese people who have settled m
the United Kingdom speak Cantonese
 French The official language of France s 48
million Inhabitants It is also one of the two
official languages of Belgium (snoken mainly m
Brussels and the south by about 4 million) and
one of the three official languages of Switzerland
with over 1 million speakers in the western cantons
(Geneva Neuchatel IMbourg Valais Vaud)
With French speaking peoples inmany parts of the
world m Canada (Quebec and Ontario) and to
countries belonging to the French Community it
may have a total of 80 million speaker? Its
derivation from Latin classes it as a Bxanance
language and it is thus related to Portuguese
Spanish Italian and Eumaman
German The language spoken by over 75
million people in East and West Germany by 7
million in Austria and as an official language of
Switzerland by nearly 4 million in 19 of the 25
cantons In addition there are German speaking
peoples m Hungary Czechoslovakia Poland and
other smaller areas of Europe and hi former
colonial regions (in Africa and some of the Pacific
islands) bringing the total to between 85 and 100
million Xhe standard High German is distinct
from the low German or Plattdeutseh colloquial
dialects spoken m the lowlands of northern
Germany German and English are the chief
representatives of the Germanic group of Ian
guages which also include Dutch and the
Scandinavian languages
 
The traditional Chinese script is Ideographic i e
each character represents the meaning of a word
not its pronunciation so that speakers of other
wise divergent dialects have always "been able to
follow the written language. The Chinese Govern
ment have recently introduced a system of romam
Cation a language reform which will facilitate
writing and printing through the replacement of
the 4,000 essential characters by the relatively few
 The official language of Tnflfa, as laid
down m the 1950 Constitution English also
continued as the official language until 1965 and
under the Official Language Act 1963 may still
be used m addition to Hindi Technically Hindi

